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The knowledge and capability to provide simple manicure and pedicure treatments are no longer
enough to enable to manicurist to fulfil all of the needs of her clients in regards to to nail
care.Manicure, Pedicure and advanced nail methods provides all the information a
manicurist/nail technician should ever need in her career, taking her from the basic information
and methods involved in manicuring, pedicuring and nail art to advanced nail extention work of
every variety. Today's demand is definitely for the exacting skills and knowledge of a nail
technician.
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Nails Even though I experienced Cosmetology it had been over 30 years ago and far has
changed. I did so not go into the buisness after completeing my teaching but lately was asked to
do a friends nails!! From my encounter as a lecturer teaching `nail polishing';! The publication
itself is informative but if I acquired no backgound at all in neuro-scientific fingernails and
manicures I'm not sure I would understand all of the steps. I acquired no idea how exactly to do
the new methods so I'm buying every book possible to read so I can brush up on what I had
discovered and hopefully learn far more!! I still would quite definitely recomend this publication
to anyone wanting to learn, brush up on, or just find out about doing nails. Five Stars Great very
detailed book. Elaine Almond produced this standard textbook many years ago; Unique features
include its thorough treatment of artificial nail application; This book is an all round standard
text message for Nail Technology. It is a practical text that provides information thoroughly on
the subject. A well-written text message that offers more on the subject that many others I've
read. An all round standard text message for the analysis of Nail Technology! Five Stars nice book
Five Stars Excellent! yet it still retains its charm to contemporary Beauty Therapists. This reserve
is an informative written academic text in the study of nail techniques and technology. Its main
strength lies in its considerable anatomy and physiology text message and illustrations; also
covering at length nail disorders and diseases which other texts fail to cover in as much detail.
Publication was newer than anticipated! and although some techniques have advanced, this
publication covers useful guidance on nail shapes and colour theory. An extensive explanation of
manicure and Nail Technology tools and equipment are included, along with an excellent section
describing how to polish nails.! this section is definitely invaluable to beginning learners, as nail
polishing is among the most difficult jobs to master. A trainer's/teacher's manual This book is a
technician's training manual.
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